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Here's looking at you, kid! A curious raccoon gives Maine Campus
photographer Don Linscott the eye. (Linsco(t photo)
UVIO's decision
to disarm police
joins survey majority
by Wayne Rivet
Staff Writer
Should university police be armed
on:a full-time basis? A recent Maine
Campus survey of police departments
at Northeastern colleges and univer-
sities revealed UMO is not alone in
deciding not to arm its police
department.
Thirteen schools were surveyed.
seven of which have a policy not to arm
while six have a policy arming their
police.
The UMO Department of Police aixi
Safety was authorized by the UMO
administration last spring to carry
firearms on campus full-time because
of threats aimed at UMO personnel.
In August, President Paul Silverman's
cabinet withdrew the authorization
returning the police department to an
unarmed status.
A grievance was filed by Teamsters
union on behalf of the department's
officers claiming the new order limits
officer's ability to protect UMO
personnel, students and themselves.
In a Maine Campus article (Sept.
22), Walter Stilphen, a Teamsters
union representative, said, "The
police want to take a practical
approach to what is needed to do the
job. It is unrealistic to have (unarmed
officers) confronting a dangerous
individual. What should they do, spit
on him?"
Assistant Director of Police Services
William Prosser said the current gun
policy allows officers to carry guns
during money escorts, when
responding to an activated burglar
alarm or when responding to a felony
in progress.
"We as officers are sworn to protect
citizens of this community and
ourselves, but we cant't because of the
present policy," Prosser said.
Prosser said UMO officers' firearms
training begins with a familiarintisrs.
course in which officers learn about
the different features of the gun. The
-Officers must shoot the gun on a firing
range at least twice a year. Officers
also take a discriminating shooting
course where they must decide to
shoot or not to shoot. Finally, officers
engage in night firing, an exercise not
taken by other police departments,
Prosser said.
University officials believe the
danger on campus is mininal which is
one reason they decided not to arm
police but Sergeant Paul Paradis of the
Old Town police department said he
disagrees with the officials opinion.
"A guy whom Old Town police
consider dangerous and a definite
(See DISARMED page 3)
Arts Alive Series seeks to 'expose' students
by Dee Brooks
Staff Writer
In past years, UMO's exposure
to the performing arts may have
been limited, but a new Arts
Alive Series could turn that
around.
Communique
Wednesday, Oct. 12
Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting.
South Bangor Lounge, Union. 11
a. m.
Career Planning and Placement
workshop. "Interviewing Tech-
niques." Career Planning Seminar
Room, Wingate. 11 a.m.
Focus on Women. Ilze Petersons:
"Single-Headed Households."
North Bangor Lounge, Union.
Noon.
German Table. Yellow I:Olin
Room, Hilltop Commons. Noon.
New Professional Employees Wel-
come. Sponsored by the Profes-
sional Employees' Advisory
Council. South Bangor Lounge,
Union. 2:30 p.mIcontinued on page 8)
The Arts Alive Series,
sponsored by Student
Entertainment and Activities, is
designed to bring performing arts
to UMO and to increase student,
faculty and community
awareness of the performing arts.
Laurie Estes, special events
chairperson for SEA, said she
feels there is a need to bring the
arts to Maine.
"This is the first year this (the
series) has been done. It's the
first year SEA has done an entire
year of well-rounded
programming for performing arts
in years. We decided to do it
because we feel it needed to be
done," Estes said.
She said response to the last
two events of the series
presented, the Paul Winter
Consort and the Do'a concert
was good.
Referring to the Paul Winter
Consort, Estes said, "We did
very well on ticket sales and
audience thoroughly enjoyed it.
They were literally howling at the
end."
Planning for the series began
last fall and all the booking was
finished this summer, Estes said.
"It was my passion to get this
done," she said.
Susan Clark, SEA advisor,
said, "All he (the student) has to
do is to go to one event and he's •
got his money's worth."
Estes said, "Students need
exposure, they need to get
involved. They can be proud of
what SEA has done. We couldn't
have done it without them or
their money.
"This (U MO) is one of the last
universities to have a cohesive
"Students need exposure, they need
to get involved" -- Laurie Estes,
special events chairperson for SEA
About one dollar per semester
of each Student Activity fee is
used for th Arts Alive Series.
Estes said.
"Making a profit is doubtful.
But that's not what we're here
for. We're offering a well-
rounded program," Estes said.
5
performing arts program
packaged and sponsored for one
year. It's a way at cultivating the
audience for performing arts in
Maine. I think there's a real need
for that."
The next event in the Arts Alive
Series will feature the Vienna
Choir Boys at the Memorial
Gymnasium on Oct. 19, at 8 p.m.
cflc.n& .00011
problems faced by women in the past
will help liberated women of today in
their struggles.
"The recent hype of the woman
returning to the kitchen is a
brainwashing blitz by men and the
media. The same tactic was used in the
1950's but it won't help in the 1980's
because women are better educated,"
Lerner said. It's the best weapon
women have. Education is a shield
against discrimination and a means of
achieving a long overdue recognition.
At the University of Wisconsin at
Madison, Lerner teaches students to
compare the activities of men and
women at given times and their
resulting contributions to history.
Lerner said she tries to emphasize the
importance of both sexes in the
making of history, a departure from
the traditional male dominated
coverage.
Keepsake...
The perfect way to
show your love
MORRISEY
Select a Keepsake diamond
engagement ring to express
your love. Keepsake center
diamonds are guaranteed in
writing, forever, for fine
white color, correct modern
cut and perfect clarity.
Keepsake.
The perfect way to show your
love, when it's for keeps.
Keepsake
Registered Diamond Rings
A4.-Ril.ek isoms
JEWELERS OF MAINE
73 Main Se
Downtown Bangor
also located at the Ranaor Mall
7.adeM.,h Pr.
FREE
BIRTHDAY
STEAK.
That's right, if itrs- your birthday this
month, we've got a FREE steak dinner
waiting for you at UNION STREE1
STATION. .•
It's our regular USDA Choice TOP
SIRLOIN, tender and delicious. And
served to you complete with bread, salad
bar, and coffee.
You must be 16 or over and come in
aftei Sp m. on your birthrbv. Just present
identification that shows us it's youT
brrtWay and the steak is on the house.
OFEERJGOOD.TH R U
k\is DECEMBER 31, 1983
.' CHUCK WAGON
AT
U1009
&tut
&thou
NEAT TO AIRPORT
MALL, BANGOR
942-7822
UNDER ORIGINAL
CHUCK WAGON OWNERSHIP
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Feminist strives to fill gap in history books
by Wayne Rivet
Staff Writer
Columbus sailed the ocean blue in
1492 and discovered America. George
Washington led patriot forces in their
fight for independence from England.
Ulysses S. Grant and Robert E. Lee
led Union and Confederate forces in
the Civil War.
Since elementary school. American
boys and girls have studied the efforts
of great men in history. But what role
did women play?
The gap in history books may be
narrowed by the efforts of Gerda
Lerner, a professor of history at the
University of Wisconsin at Madison..
Lerner will speak on "The Rise of
Feminist Consciousness in History" as
part of the Distinguished Lecture
Series Thursday at 8 p.m. in 101
English/Math.
Lerner was born in Vienna, Austria
in 1920. When Hitler came to power,
she became involved with the Austrian
underground as a distributor of anti-
Hitler literature. She was captured
and imprisoned by the Germans but
later released. Lerner then decided to
leave Nazi controlled Austria and came
to the United States in 1939. She was
the only member of her family to
escape Nazi control. In 1943, she
became a U.S. citizen.
In the 1960's Lerner continued her
education earning M.A. and Ph.D.
degrees in American history from
Columbia University.
Lerner's first important historical
work was based on her doctoral
dissertation "The Grimke Sisters from
South Carolina: Rebels against
Slavery." Lerner traced the sister's
beliefs and involvement in the
abolitionist movement. Lerner invest-
igated the problems the sisters faced
as female activists in the movement
and the women's rights movement
which grew out of it.
Lerner's study of the women's
activities in the abolitionist movement
led to an investigation of the history of
American women. She later wrote
"The Women in American History," a
book outlining the role of women in
American history over the past three
centuries, "Black Women in White
America: A Documentary History."
the story of black women from the
early years of the republic to the
1960's, "The Female Experience: An
American Documentary," which tries
to point out female values during the
various historical periods.
In 1981, Lerner was named
president of the Organization of
American History, the first woman to
hold that position in 50 years.
In 1982, Lerner spoke at a Wisconsin
Woman's Political Caucus in Dane
County and told her audience that
understanding the challenges and
How to make peace withTolstoy.
OENERA1 Foods
INTERNATiONA1 COWES
Saisse Modia
SWISS STYLE INSTANT COFFEE BE
If the academic wars are getting you down, declare a cease-fire. Take a break
with a rich and chocolatey cup of Suisse Mocha. It's just one of six deliciouslydifferent flavors from
General Foods*
International Coffees.
GENERAL FOODS® INTERNATIONAL COFFEES.
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR
Available at: University Bookstore
C, General Foods Corpo,ation 1983
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• Disarmed
risk factor doesn't become any less a
risk when he , walks on campus,"
Paradis said. "The risk is no greater
than that of the surrounding area.
Since we are armed so should the
campus police be armed because they
deal with the same potential cases as
we do."
Both the University of Southern
Maine and the University of Maine at
Farmington's police departments are
armed.
.The survey of Northeastern colleges
and universities revealed the fol-
lowing:
At the University of New Hampshire,
located in Durham with a student body
of about 12,000, police are armed full-
time. The officers undergo municipal
firearm training before they are
authorized to carry a gun. Local police
undergo the same training the campus
officers do.
"A university campus is not
completely isolated from crime.
Although the university lies in an
educational setting, it doesn't mean it
is free from crime," said Captain
Roger Beaudoin of UNH police
department. "A police force should be
armed to protect the people they were
hired to protect."
At the University of Massachusetts,
located ifl Amherst, with a student
body °Fab= 24,600:714&e...VR6—
department is armed full-time. Officer
training includes a psychological test to
evaluate an officer's judgement in
certain situations , 13 weeks of
firearm training and officers must
qualify each year before being issued a
gun.
We as a police department are
here to provide the university with a
(continued from page 1) 
safe environment. We don't always
know who we are going to deal with
when we get a call because of the
number of non-students who walk on
campus," said Joe O'Neil, director of
public safety. "Chances are the
officers will never have to pull the
triggers but the gun is a needed piece
of equipment involved in police work.
It is there to protect the people and
ourselves."
Boston University, with a student
population of about 25,000 and located
in the city, has a police department
which has always been armed and
police are trained at the municipal
police academy. Qfficers must
requalify every six months.
"One bad guy is all it takes to create
a dangerous situation no matter if he
is from a big city like' Boston or a small
community --- like Orono," Philip
Dunphy, desk officer said. "It only
takes one incident where someone is
killed who otherwise would have been
saved if the officer had a gun. This
_type of incident usually occurs before
policies are changed.
The University of Connecticut,
located in Storrs with a student
population of about 20,000 has an
armed police department. Other facts
were unavailable.
The University of Delaware, located
in Newark with a student pr-r-avoicensifpww.
about 13,000, has an unarmed police
force. The police department
coordinates its activities with the
Newark police force. If a dangerous
situation arises, Newark police are
called.
Assistant Director of Police Safety
Rick Armitate said two incidents
occured this year where an armed
FALL SPECIAL
*5.00 off perms 11.00 off cuts
though October 31 with coupon
.14101E BISHOP
Hair Stylist
Richard's Hair Stylists to Men and Women
78 State St. Bangor, Maine 942-8869
Earn your Credits
abroad.
• England
• Israel
•Ireland
• Germany
• Spain
• Italy
• Denmark
• Egypt
• Switzerland
• Mexico
• Canada
• France
Join the thousands ol students who
have earned college credits studying
abroad in CCIS programs.
Affordable, quality programs with
financial aid available
FALL SEMESTER IN DUBLIN
INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES
12- 15CREDITS
SUMMER PROGRAMS
AT TRINITY COLLEGE
DUBLIN
Dr. John J. McLeanF
 
, Mohegan Community College
L Norwich, CT 06360
886-1931 X243
COLLEGE CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
I.
individual was disarmed by campus
police.
"Since we are located in a small
community, guns are not necessary in
our every -day work. Our men have
been trained to use guns by the st4te
police but we don't have /the
authorization to use them," Armitate
said.
Boston College, located at Chestnut
Hill with a student body of about
15,000, has an unarmed police force.
The campus police rely on outside help
in case of emergencies. Sergeant Gene
Neault said the 42 officers of the
department are uneasy about the
current policy because they could not
protect students, ' or themselves in
dangerous situations.
"We have had two cases of assault
on campus sofar this year and we were
lucky to disarm the individuals
ourselves hut maybe we won't be the
next time" Neault said. "We have to
rely on/outside sources to protect our
students and faculty when we should
be the ones who are protecting them."
The University of Vermont (about
12,000 students) and the University of
Rhode Island (about 11,000 students)
have unarmed police forces which only
rely on outside departments in cases
where a gun is required.
way we do things here at Colby. I
would be in a favor of guns because
UMO is like a city itself." Chenevert
said.
All three colleges rely on local police
departments in cases where a gun
may be needed.
Colby ;- it3a ttr. -•e-40
security forces and their officers are
unarmed.
Pete Chenevert, director of safety
and security at Colby said police are
unarmed, not allowed to carry a
nightstick when on foot-patrol (night-
stick in squad car) and not allowed to
use mace.
in a situation like that at UMO, I
would do things differently than the
Police
Blotter
By Wayne Rivet
Staff Writer
A Delta Tau Delta fraternity
resident reported a disturbance
and an assault to the UMOPD
Sunday. At 2:34 a.m., the
resident said four males tried to
enter the fraternity house but
when denied permission to
enter, one male punched the
rot her in the - face.VTIV.'
tra nity resident could not
identify the four males because
they were all wearing ski masks.
The four men were seen running
toward Phi Eta Kappa fraternity.
Police questioned Phi Eta
brothers but received minimal
cooperation. Police advised the
Delta brother to report the
incident to the fraternity board.
p,vEitiv4,
500 llain St.
Bangor
Victor
The Itasslin9
Bear
Is Coming
Thursday, Oct. 20
% ietor hmnever hurt anone.
However,
in 10,000 matches he has tie% er lost:
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World/U.S. News 
Iraq seeks to draw U.S. into war
BAGDAD, Iraq (AP)--Western
diplomats and military sources are
convinced Iraq will use its new French
Super Etendard jets and deadly Exocet
missels to halt Iran's oil traffic in an
attempt to force U.S. involvement in
the Persian Gulf war.
The sources say the Iraqi strategy is
to destroy Iranian oil terminals and
provoke Iran to close the entire
igulf, as it has threatened to do. In the
Iraqi view, this would cause the
United States to deploy a naval task
force to reopen the vital waterway to
all oil shipping, including Iraq's, and
force Iran to make peace.
"It is a very dangerous game they
are playing," said one Western
diplomat of the Iraqis. "It could ruin
the economy of half a dozen gulf states_
•
and bring on a severe world oil
shortage."
Another source said that all of
President Saddam Hussein's Arab
supporters have been ,trying to
convince him not to use the French
weapons, fearing Iran will respond by
bombing their oil facilities.
"But for Hussein, it's the only way
out," the source said. "He's got them,
he's said he will use them."
The non-communist world gets 20
percent of its oil from Saudi Arabia,
the United Arab Emirates and Kuwait,
which must ship most of their product
through the Persian Gulf.
Though the United States buys only
about 5 percent of its oil from these
producers, American officials have
,said they consider gulf shipping lanes
Phillies 2, Orioles 1
Macktox homer proves
difference in game one
by John Nelson
AP Sports Writer
BALTIMORE (AP)--Garry Maddox
led off the Philadelphia eighth inning
with a home run to break up a World
Series pitching duel between John
Denny and Baltimore's Scott
McGregor and give the Phillies a 2-1
victory over the Orioles in Game One
Tuesday night.
The game was attended by 52,204,
including President Reagan, and
played at times in a light drizzle. It
matched two of the finest pitchers in
baseball but it was decided in a battle
of home runs. Baltimore's Jim Dwyer,
one of the Orioles' platoon players,
belted a first-inning homer and
'Thldtimer Joe Morgan tied it in the sixth
for the Phillies.
The victory put the Phillies one game
ahead in the best-of-seven Series, with
rookie right-hander Charles Hudson
pitching Wednesday night in Game 2
against another rookie right-hander,
Mike Boddicker of Baltimore.
Denny and McGregor, both of
whom failed to go the distance,
matched three-hitters through the first
six innings. In the eighth, Maddox
came to bat against McGregor with the
score tied 1-1. During the season he
had shared center field with Greg
Gross, Von Hayes and Bob Dernier
and had hit only four home runs. He
was one of those unhappy Phillie role
Players.
But all that unhappiness was set
aside Tuesday night.
Maddox drilled the first pitch in the
eighth over the left-field fence, arming
Denny with the lead for the first time.
The Phillies nearly had successive
homers when Bo Diaz, the next batter,
hit a 1-0 pitch that seemed destined to
sail over the fence in left field, but
John Lowenstein timed his leap
perfectly and snared the ball above and
beyond the fence.
MASON HILL HOT TUBS
778 State Street
(At the corner of Hogan Road)
Bangor, Me.
For rest, relaxation and enjoyment rent a spacious spa in a
private room accomodating up to six, complete with shower and
music of your choice.
$2.00 Off With Student I.D.
One discount per group on hourly rentals
Expires October 30, 1983
945-5466
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101
vital to U.S. interests.
Iraq officials have refused to discuss
the strategy behind their purchase of
the five French warplanes and
Exocets, sea-skimming missels used
with such devastating effect by
Argentina against Britain in the
Falkland Island war.
The Western sources who discussed
Iraq's strategy spoke on condition that
they not be identified by name or
nationality because of the sensitivity of
weapons sales.
French sources in Paris said the
planes had been delivered to an
airfield outside Bagdad over the
weekend, but one 'French aviation
specialist claimed they were still in
_France. Neither the French nor the
Iraqi defense ministries will comment
on the reports.
Reagan seeks successor to Watt
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan and his top advisers conferred
Tuesday on a successor to Interior
Secretary James Watt from a lengthy
Secretary Donald Hodel, who was
Watt's top aide for two years; former
House Minority Leader John Rhodes,
•R-Ariz.; former Sen. James Buckley;list that is growing longer, the R-N.Y., and J.JoSimmons III, Watt'spresident's chief spokesman said. deputy at Interior.
On his first day at work since Watt Speakes said the list had become
resigned Sunday under fire, Reagan "real long." He did not discuss any ofset out terms for the search during a the names on It.
meetine.,= hite Hour
well-thought-out search for Watt's
successor would be conducted. Watt's
resignation will not become effective
until a successor is confirmed by
the Senate. Watt announced his
resignation after an 18-day uproar over
his characterization "a black... a
woman,. two jews and a cripple."
The secretary remained secluded at
the California horse ranch where he
has been on vacation for six days.
taking phone calls from supporters and
conducting Interior Department
business by telephone with his
Washington office, an' aide said.
staff James'Biker, deputy staff chief
Michael Deaver, counselor Edwin
Meese III and John Herrington,
assistant to the president for
personnel.
White House spokesman Larry
Speakes said "they will expanq a list
of candidates that has already come in
since Watt announced his
resignation." He said Reagan gave the
four aides "his guidance on how he
wants to proceed."
Among those reported to be under
consideration were former Sen.
Clifford Hansen, R-Wvo.; Rep.
Manuel Lujan, R-N.M.; Ener_gy
The Maine Campus is now accepting applications
for the position of Sports Production Assistant.
Job duties include writing and paste-up.
Applicants must be available for work on weekends.
Work-study funding possible but not necessary.
Contact the editor or sports editor
at 581-1271 or 581-1268.
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Last hand-cranked phones phased out
BRYANT POND, Maine (AP)--
Technicians pulled the plug Tuesday
on an antiquated switchboard in Elden
Hathaway's living room, after one
final call on the nation's last hand-
cranked telephone system.
Scores of reporters and telephone
buffs from around the country were on
hand as Oxford County Telephone and
Telegraph Co. switched its 440
customers in tnis tiny Maine village
into the era of touch-tone buttons and
direct dial calls.
Hathaway, who owned and operated
the Bryant Pond Telephone Co. from
his home until selling it to Oxford
Telephone two years ago, said he
would miss "having the operators in
every day. They've been part of the
family for 30 years or so."
Hathaway's two daughters, who had
worked as operators, are now looking
for other jobs.
The change over to an automated
system officially took effect at 2 p.m.,
but customers had "been playing with
their new phone sets since they were
put in this morning," said R. Robert
Jamison, general manager of Oxford
Telephone.
Some residents were pleased with
their new phones, which replaced
magneto devices, but otters) itilM4PP Net
members of the Don't' e d'Slik -
Committee, had fought the change.
Oxford Telephone said it needed new
equipment to operate at a profit, and
the change was approved by the state
Public Utilities Commission.
Among those with regrets was Cindy
Bean, who works for a local
ambulance service and said she
depended on the round-the-clock
operators to give her directions to
emergency scenes.
But resident Gary Savage called the
change over "the best thing that ever
happened, 'cause this is 1983, not
1883."
The last call on the hand-cranked
system was made by Jamison. Through
the operator across the room, he was
connected to Correy Snowden, 66, a
company employee who helped with
the modernization work and who was
hospitalized at Maine Medical Center
if Portland.
"Your call is the last one on the
board now ... thank you for all the
work," Jamison said.
Among the telephone buffs on hand
was Thomas Jones, who owns a small
telephone company in Blue Ridge, Ga.,
and has a large collection of antique
switchboards.
"I never thought I would see the last
one in the United States," said Jones.
"I'm just glad to be a part of the last of
it."
Hathaway said private contributions
may establish a museum in Bryant
Pond to preserve some of the retired
telephones. "In a way, I would have
liked to have kept it this way if we
could afford it," he said.
Jamison, whose company bought
the phone company for $50,000,
estimates that the new automated
system will cost $250,000 to $300,000.
Some customers with the old box-
style crank phones will be given the
option of buying them,and the rest will
be sold at auction in one lot, Jamison
said.
After 8 years, draft card is back
WASHINGTON (AP)--The draft card
is back.
Burned by the thousands in anti-
Vietnam War protests, the cards are
being reintroduced after an eight year
absence from the American scene.
The new draft cards-are printed at
the bottom of registration letters sent
to young men who sign up with
Selective Service. They can be clipped
out and carried in a wallet.
Unlike the earlier cards, the new
protest movement, and many young
men sought to show their defiance by
burning the cards.
When registration was resumed in
1980, officials decided not to issue
cards in hoping to avoid similar
protests. Instead, letters were sent
acknowledging that men had signed
up.
Selective Service spokesman Wil
Ebel said Tuesday a decision to offer
the cards as a convenience was made
convenient than the larger
acknowledgement letters.
He said 10,888,000 young men, 96.5
percent of those eligible, are registered
with the Selective Service. There is no
draft under way, but men are required
to sign up within 30 days of their 18th
birthday or risk a maximum penalty of
five years in prison and a $10,000 fine.
Registration has spurted in recent
weeks, Ebel said, but said he is
uncertain why. Students applying forat ANT-1AM fpw
ones do not have to be carried about 5,099 of "Its,- 1--10,aa.,$_ 
_I-Ac.,4,1107Ites'!. 
- 
_ e sertt craretaily: " said, as well as the newDraft cards were issued until 1975, Now that youths have to prove they registration requirement for the jobswhen registration was discontinued. are registered with the Selective Service _ program and reaction to the SovietThe requirement that draft-eligible to be eligible for federal student aid downing of a Korean airliner.men carry the cards helped focus and sOme jobs programs, Ebel said, the
attention on them during the Vietnam wallet-size cards will prove more
W7)r—j:
Got a Hair Crisis?
Let Christina Norris and Karl Joslin
at Continental Coiffures help
get your head in shape for those
important Fall events.
formals
interviews
or whatever
Your preference is our specialty.
W8  State St., Bangor 945-9304, On the bus line
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Seniors!!
Will be Shot On Sight....
That's right ! Philomena Baker of Baker
Studios in Hampden will be on campus
Mon., October 24 - Fri., November 11 to
shoot senior portraits.
Sign up for your appointment
in the Senior Skulls Room
3rd floor Memorial Union
Sittings are
FREE!!
Murphy's
Steakhouse
Full or Part-time
HELP WANTED
WAITERS
SS
\ liar Harbor Rd., Brewer
WAITRESSES
KITCHEN HELP
COOKS
BARTENDERS
Apply Mon.-Fri.
10:00am-9:00pm
— I
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Eyes Right
FRANK HARDING
Now what?
1 t appears that the "Fair Share for the Bear Day"of October 6 was successful in attaining itsprimary goal: it was a means of increasing
student awareness to the budget problems of UMO.
Students had an opportunity to air their gripes about
the problems facing the academic end of this
university—and a few did. Before members of the
press and any students, faculty members or
administrators who chose to attend, students spoke
of the academic problems many are well aquainted
with: lack of faculty; outdated equipment necessary
for undergraduate, graduate and research programs;
limited access to required courses; courses with
overly large enrollments; scheduling problems; and a
lack of library resources, to name a few.
Now what? What can the average student do to
further his or her concerns about UMO? Actually,
more than he or she imagines. Contact Sen. Ken
Hayes or Rep. John Bott. Both are graduates of
UMO and Hayes has been a professor of political
science here since 1965. Both serve on the state
legislature's Education Committee and both are well
aware of the problems facing this university.
Contact state senators and representatives from
home districts. Inform parents of the difficulties
faced in academic careers due to the budget problems
and ask them to write or phone also.
Write to Board of Trustee members. Attend a
BOT meeting—these are open to the public. Talk to
students, to professors, to anyone. Broaden your
horizons—find out what's going on in departments
other than your own.
Sound a little far-fetched? Perhaps. But without
(iconstant pressure from tudents, it is doubtful any
'effort will be made to olicit student input to the
needs of this university. Doesn't that sound familiar?
Think of all the administrative decisions made at
UMO that affect students, yet little or no student
consultation was made: tailgating policies; increases
in various fees; dormitory policies; the possible
demise of Bumstock... ad nauseam.
The point is, if the people running this university,
at the administrative, trustee and legislative levels
seemingly aren't concerned about the views of the
students, then the students should demand to be
heard. And though there is power in numbers, the
concern needs to be expressed publicly to have anyimpact. Of course, the University of Maine at Oronodoes not exist solely for students; it should and does
serve the community, and be a center of research.
But no university can exist without students, and why
should the students of Maine, and those from out-of-
state who pay even more to attend, have a second-
rate university which has the potential to be first-rate
all the way?
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Relativity blues
If time is merely a relative thing.
why does the world discriminate so
harshly against those who choose to
get up "late" in the morning?
This question kept running threugh
my mind as I sipped a much-needed
cup of coffee one morning last week. I
was up at the ungodly hour of 8 a.m.
for a very important appointment, my
hands were shaking and I was more
than a little at odds with the cruel
nature of our society.
You see, I was slowly realizing that
the world is an entirely different place
in the morning hours. Just think for a
moment about what you can find in the
hours before noon: great TV shows like
"Donahue" and "The Price is Right";
almost one-half of the office hours and
one-third of the business hours
available; cheerful people whose
smiles are almost sure to fade by noon;
hey, even the sun shines brighter. All
these things directly benefit early
risers.
I suspected as much all along.
What's more, late risers are not only
deprived of these advantages but they
are made to feel guilty, even sneered
at for their nocturnal habits. Ever
since Poor Richard offered the advice,
"Early to bed, early to rise, makes a
man healthy, wealthy and wise," early
risers have had an abrasively superior
attitude. (I suspect Benjamin Franklin
used a pseudonym for these words of
Wisdom because he stayed up late in
the night pondering their proper
wording.) Yes, early risers look down
their noses at late risers and the things
they enjoy doing in the wee hours.
They think the "David Letterman
Show" is sophomoric simply because
it comes on after their bedtimes. They
point out that it's not safe to jog after
dusk. They point out that it's not safe
to jog after dusk. They look at
late-night computer hackers and
wonder what's going wrong with the
human race.
But they're wrong. Any true late
nighter will argue for hours that Stupid
Pet Tricks and Viewer Mail blow away
anything on daytime or prime-time
TV. Jogging, no matter what time of
day it's done, is' clearly foolish
behavior. And hackers aren't wierd
because they manipulate computers at
3 a.m., they're vvierd because they
manipulate computers and seem to
derive some unspeakable joy out of
doing it.
Yes, the early risers have been
wrong ever since Thomas Edison
invented artificial light and effectively
brought us permanent daytime. They
refuse to accept the pure relativity of
time. In essence, they are holding up
mankind's progress by limiting the
timeframe in which we can work.
Think about it, they're the type of
people who'd be afraid to colonize
space.
But don't worry. We late risers'll
show 'em. When we're in outer space,
just before we take relativity one step
farther by passing the speed of light,
we'll flash back a message to all the
early risers in the world: Take your
high-and-mighty, early-to-bed-early-
to-rise attitude and stuff it where the
sun don't shine.. .so to speak.
Frank Harding is senior journal-
ism/hisfiory Major from Maine.
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Response
when writing
I he Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
commentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries should be about 450 words. Anony-
mous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication ally under special circum-
stances. The Maine Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and libel.
Prisoners need reform, not execution
To the editor:
I read the article in the
Maine Campus (10/5/83)
about the near execution of
James David Autry and was
dismayed. I am writing this
letter to protest that execution.
I realize that this letter will
not prevent the execution. I
am writing it to make people
think about this sort of thing
before they support any
executions in the future.
It is quite unfortunate that
the store clerk was killed. I
have a lot of sympathy for the
family and friends of this
woman. But, let's face it,
killing James Autry won't
bring her back to life.
James Autry should be
allowed to live the rest of his
natural life in the prison cell
where he is. People at
correctional institutes are
trained to deal with criminals.
They could give James Autry'
the help he needs to reform.
Nancy Hey
427 Androscoggin
LIMO club sports teams need some fields to call their very own
To the editor:
An important and so often
unrecognized group of
individuals who strive to
uphold UMO's reputation for
athletic excellence is the
group of teams which com-
prise "UMO Club Sports."
Many people on campus may
not be aware of the club sports
available to students, staff,
and faculty. The clubs work
hard to offer programs which
are competitive with other
schools and clubs in the New
England area in a wide
variety of sports; men's and
women's rugby, men's and
women's lacrosse, men's and
women's fencing, women's ice
hockey, judo, volleyball,
women's skiing and ultimate
Frisbee.
Being termed a "club
sport" puts a team at a great
disadvantage when it comes
time to request fields and
facilities for practices and
_
games. It seems that everyone
has priority over club sports.
Varsity athletics get all athlet-
ic fields every afternoon.
Intramurals get these same
fields on Sundays and occas-
sionally after varsity practices
end during the week. After-
noon times are taken in the
gymnastics room by wrestling
and cheerleaders. The Field-
house is for track and
baseball. and intramurals
from Sunday through Thurs-
day nights. Clubs that need to
play indoors are left with late
night practice times and
outdoor teams must make do
with whatever space they can
find other than the athletic
fields.
Perhaps you have seen the
men's rugby team over on the
lawn in front of Stodder Hall.
or the men's lacrosse team
practicing on the steam plant-
parking lot, or the women's
rugby team up by Oxford Hall,
or the women's lacrosse team
over by Lengyel Gym in a
limited space in the outfield of
the softball field. Some teams
even try to practice on the
triangle found on the Old
Town, entrance side of the
campus, but there they must
be careful of the "budding
crab apple trees." Space is
limited, and the chance for
injury is increased when a
player has to dodge trees,
holes, dips in the field, and
rocks.
Problems also arise when
attempting to schedule
matches for the clubs. If there
is a home football or soccer
game, usually the club will not
be permitted to play a home
Match on that day during the
prime hours: 1 to 4 p.m.
Last spring, the clubs
undertook a "Maine Day"
project and worked on level-
ling off the fields over by the
barns. We were told that the
field, would be specifically
designated for club sports use.
Imagine our shock when we
drove onto campus Sept. 26 to
find that three-quarters of
out "club sports field" had
been plowed for installment of
the Performing Arts Center
parking lot. We had a nice
schedule worked out and the
field was being used Sundays
through Thursdays for pract-
ices. Clubs were taking
advantage of having a field of
their own.
The clubs, as well as
myself, are upset with the fact
that our promised practice
area was so abruptly taken
from us, with no warning,
putting us back in the same
situation we have faced in past
years—no fields to call our
own, no place to practice.
We understood that the
parking lot was an eventual
occurence that would leave us
without a field, but we were
told that it was two or three
years down the road. Our
proposal to remedy this
situation, and to provide club
sports with a field to call their
own in the future is this: While
the grounds crews are at work
levelling off and bulldozing
the parking lot area, why not
have them stake off a
regulation sized field and level
off that area in the land that is
not being used for the
Performing Arts Center? If
this area is worked on and
prohibited from use for a year,
by next fall the clubs could
have a field to have games as
well as practices. This would
be beneficial to the clubs,
varsity athletics, and intra-
murals by causing less of a
struggle to use the athletic
fields. I have mentioned this
idea to Peter DuFour, head of
the grounds department, and
he was receptive to the idea if
he could get the "OK" from
his superiors. The clubs are
asking the administration to
consider this idea and take
action on it, for a "club sports
field" would be the answer to
solving the problems and
frustrations we have encour-
aged in the past.
Lynda Nelson
Club Sports
Graduate Assistant
Commentary
W ho are the Russians and why do theywant my lobster restaurant?I'm not so sure!
Something eerie has been hanging about our
place for the last few days which I think none of
your run-of-the-mill peaceniks would be aware of,
that is if any of them dare catch their own lobster
and cook it. It takes a heap alotta guts—fish guts
in a bait bag—and that's what I've done for the
last 45 years since I was seven and one-half. But
listen, something's going on here I can't explain. I
believe the Russians are responsible for it; that is,
saboteurs camped out on the islands especially
Resolution (but I've already gone over that with
the G-men who come in my restaurant). They
come more and more often insisting on dishes I've
never heard of, speaking in a language I can
hardly understand. What's going on here? I am a
husky, humorless American who hates with a
healthy passion all things foreign. I fought two
wars which brought me several medals most
school kids haven't heard of though I could teach
them a thing or two about in my privately printed
handbook, "How to Tell Reds," by One Proud
Redneck. For after a lifetime of watching them I
have come to the conclusion: give certain people
one inch and they'll take a yardstick. Give 'em a
switch and they'll take a hammer. Democracy is
for the deranged. What this country needs to hold
the peace is good old war and right here in
Camden, U.S.A.! That would only be right, after
what the Russians have done to my business. Here
is one letter I received from one Communist who
ate in my, you must remember, family lobster
dive:
Red scare
Newark, New Jersey
Sept. 4, 1983
Just whom do you think you're fooling
when you had those hypocritically posed
"family man— pictures taken for the
newspapers? Can your diseased brain
have reached such an advanced stage of
senility as to imagine for a moment that
you would impress anyone? You poor old
fool!
Cordially,
Lobster-Hater
You notice in this particular letter the first
suggestion of a communist plot against myself and
my family. And as far as the photographs in the
Portland Press Herald; so I'm no "shining light."
The president, whom I hold in complete
reverance, is my model. Ronnie Reagan is king-
lobster in my book.
Why don't you whining and yowling peaceniks
come out here and feel for yourselves what's going
on around the street corner. If you did come down
our way your eyes would set upon an outrageous
evil, with one immeasureably sooty, hairy mug
ith dipping suspenders, grunting like a pregnant
sow, lurking for innocent American toot-e-
foolery. If their onslaught keeps up I will have to
go out of the lobster business, change my name,
and go into some trade that doesn't attract the
worst of Communism. I have already thought of
going into the communist detection business with
a bunch of other fellow restauranteurs-vigilantes,
but after our secret was leaked to our wives (by
neighborhood communists) we were given the
choice of cooking our own food or be out all night
Captain Fritz Moosham
playing Paul Revere. Needless to say, we kept on
daydreaming. Someday we will meet that great
Christian-American James Watt, and ride
together hunting down commies with the best of
them. Speaking of which, here is another
anonymous letter:
Culver-City, California
Sept. 19, 1983
Sympathy, I'm afraid, doesn't do much
in your case; but I feel I must tell you how
much I feel for your wife and children in
the midst of your ravings and
irresponsible exhibitionism in the news.
Maybe you should fall back to sonic more
healthy, less polluted work?
Ever Pitying,
St. Paul-in-Comparison
Huh! Wait until the "revolutionaries" really
start fighting in the streets! Too many people are
bling to the threat of Communist take-over and I
want to get on every radio and TV station to warn
all who would listen: Reagan is Right! Camden is
a long sight better-off supporting him then
President Androppoff (or what ever the hell he's
called by the devil himself). It's dyed in the
woodwork. It's in all color between red, pink,
yellow, maybe orange. My next book will have to
do with abolishing queer sounding _recipes,with
sauces and which you have to add one-half cup of
red wine per egg. "How Not to Eat Any Thing
Red," by One Swiny Redneck.
In the meantime, I'm investigating whit's
behind the stove making a suspicious fluffing
noise like an incendiary bomb. OK, everyone, stop
eating and out, OUT. .. .
As SOO.. AS I SAW TI4E RYELill MY
WHOLE LIFE FLASHED BE FOAE MY
E yE s . 111,11ir 111111 V jQIIIteinin,1 
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Circuit
Connery's back to Bond in style
A film critic once wrote that James Bond
movies ran in cycles that could be read like
popular magazines of the day.
Playboy came first as films like "Dr. No" and
foes like Pussy Galore brought bosoms and
bottoms to Bond on the bigger-than-life sized
Fine Focus
Tom St. Amand
screens. Popular Mechanix entered and 007
inspired awe with a multitude of handy-dandy,
pocket-size gadgets that made war againit—We
underworld so much more exciting. Sports
Illustrated was the final example and Bond's
skiing acrobatics in both "The Spy Who Loved
Me" and "For Your Eyes Only" thoroughly
attested to the critic's assertion.
The time has come to formally recognize a new
cycle in the 007 series as "Never Say Never
Again" shows us that Bond is back, and he's
packing a sense of humor. I think it's safe to say
it's National Lampoon's turn to write the scripts.
Sean Connery is James Bond this time and he's
been relieved of duty—as have all the Double-0
agents—by the new head of British intelligence. It
seems the agents have gotten too comfortable in
their lifestyles, thus too slow in their reflexes. A
stay at an exclusive health spa is prescribed for
recovery. By coinsidence, an agent of SPECTRE
is staying at the same spa.
SPECTRE-agent Fatima (Barbara Carrara)
learns of Bond's presence at the spa and orders
him killed before he realizes and thwarts her plan
to steal and deliver two American nuclear
warheads to international arms-dealer Largo.
Bond survives the near-successful assassination
attempt in time to receive his orders to go out and
retrieve those warheads. Bond is off.
I've laughed while watching past Bond flicks,
but never so much as I laughed at "Never Say
Never Again." Let's face it, Bond is getting older
and with age comes a certain cockiness his early
prim and proper demeanor wouldn't allow him to
reveal. Bond knows he's the Double-0 all
the women want, and with some of etiquette's
rules erased, he's suddenly boastful, blunt and
slightly bawdy.
When a young nurse, standing 10 feet away,
asks Bond to fill a urine specimen container he
innocently, but indecently, asks, "From here?" I
never thought the gentleman could be so crude.
The script for "Never Say Never Again" is the4rea1 star of the film. Connery is above average,
but only because of the words someone else put in
his mouth. He's only fair at acting, but he's
fantastic at delivering a punchline.
Bond is doing the tango in one straight-faced
scene when he turns to Largo's mistress (Kim
Bassinger) and whispers, "Your brother's been
murdered, but keep dancing." The film is full of
lines only Bond could be forgiven for saying.
Plain Campus
Communique
Wednesday, Oct. 12 (continued from page 1)
CAPS Seminar. "Overview of Graphics Software."
First session. 227 E/M. 3 p.m.
Benithic Oceanography Seminar. Dr. James Porter,
University of Georgia: "Whole Organisms or Micro-
Community Respiration Measurements in situ."
Darling Center, Walpole. 3:10 p.m.
Women's Center Meeting. Peabody Lounge, Union. 4
p.m.
- Performance Group. "His Kids." Drummond Chapel,
Union. 5:30 p.m.
Outing Club Meeting. North Lown Room, Union. 6
p.m.
Chess Club Meeting. South Lown Room, Union. 6 p.m.
Circle K (Student Kiwanis) Meeting. Sutton Lounge,
Union. 6 p.m.
Cutler Health Center Preventive Medicine- 1/2_`_rogra_.N.,._mScreening. York Village. 6 p.m.
MCA Bible Study. South Bangor Lounge/bnion. 6:30
p.m.
MCA Film and Discussion. "Roses n December."
Estabrooke. 6:30 p.m.
Greek Orthodox Services. Peabody Lounge, UniorL
'6:30 p.m.
Speaker. Maine Attorney General James Tierney will
speak on consumer fraud. Wells Common Lounge. 7
p.m.
Episcopal Eucharist. Canterbury House, 2 Chapel
Road, Orono. 7 p.m.
IDB Movie. "Cat People." 130 Little. 7 & 9 p.m.
Evening Prayer. Newman Center, College Ave., Orono.
7 p.m. •
Cultural Affairs Film Series. "Smash Palace." BCC
Student Union. 7:30 p.m.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship. North Bangor
Lounge, Union. 8:30 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 13
University Supervisors Advisory Council Meeting. FFA
Room, Union. 9 a.m.
Career Planning and Placement Workshop. "Mock
Interviews." Career Planning Seminar Room, Wingate.
10 a.m. - noon.
Campus Survival Skills. "Take Better Notes." South
Bangor Lounge, Union. Noon.
Wildlife Noontime Seminar. Skip Spencer, Maine
Department of Wildlife and Fisheries: "Continental
Black Duck Management Plan." 204 Nutting. Noon.
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"Never Say Never Again" will never win any
awards, nor will it even qualify for any award
nominations. It's just a film that entertains, yet
doesn't captivate. It's just a story that interests,
yet doesn't fascinate. It's just Bond at his best.
Tom St. Amand is a senior journalism major
from Ken nebunkport, Maine.
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Sports
Beauchemin leads superb Bear comeback 39-38
by Bob McPhee
Staff Writer
Jack Leone's 37 yard field goal
with 31 seconds left in the game
capped a dramatic comeback by
the UMO football team as they
beat Lafayette 39-38 Saturday.
The Black Bears at the
beginning of the fourth quarter
refused to quit and scored 25
unanswered points to even their
record at 2-2 while Lafayette fell
to 4-1.
"The team's performance was
exceptional at times and pathetic
at others Lafayette has a fine
team with key players that can
hurt you at any given time,"
head coach Ron Rogerson said.
"When they put all 'the pieces
together and we weren't playing
at an emotional high we found
ourselves in trouble."
Lafayette scored twice in the
first quarter and UMO quickly
found themselves in a hole. UMO
quarterback Mike Beauchemin
helped pull the Black Bears to
within one at 15-14 on a one-yard
keeper and a 34-yard scoring
pass to senior Nick Dipaolo.
Dipaolo's score followed an
interception by UMO free safety
John McGrath on the second play
of the second quarter.
Lafayette's freshman place
kicker Joe Genduso kicked a
45-yard field goal with 5 seconds
remaining in the half.
Lafayette came out in the third
quarter and almost put the
game out of reach with two quick
touchdowns.
Fullback Craig Williams broke
a tackle at mid-field and raced 80
yards for a _ touchdown and
tailbad er Shepko ran 40
yards for another.
With 13:04 left in the third
quarter the Black Bears were
down 31-14. 
—
"it was a real blitz," Rogerson
said. "I had told the defense that
under no circumstances did I
want Lafayette to get the upper
hand, but for the first seven or
eight minutes of the period it was
just disasterous."
The UMO offense could not
gain a first down and punted to
the Lafayette 36-yard line.
The UMO football team (shown in practice last week) upset Lafayette 39-38 Saturday. (Arnold photo)
Frank Novak passed
to Shepko for the score and
Genduso kicked the extra point to
give Lafayette a 38-14 lead.
Following the kickoff
Beauchemin was intercepted by
Bruce Dixion but Lafayette could
not move the ball. Genduso
attempted a 40-yard - field goal
but kicked it into the UMO line.
After an exchange of punts.
UMO's  Dave Sanzaro recovered
a fumble on the Lafayette
40-yard line. The fumble
changed the momentum of the
game over to UMO and quickly
drove in for the score.
Beauchemin passed one yard to
tigiit end Bob Jowett. The
two-point coversion was good to
Paul Phelan to set the stage for
things to come.
UMO's Steve Costello
intercepted .'!ovak deep in
Lafayette territory on the 15-yard
line.
Beauchemin. in his first
start in almost two years
passed to Phelan for seven yards,
After an incomplete pass he
found a leaping Cliy Pickering in
the end zone. Pickering caught
the two-point coversion to pull
UMO within eight (38-30) with
12:29 left in the game.
"We just took it one series at a
time," Rogerson said. "We just
wanted the offense to have the
ball so a ey  could run and throw
with it."
The UMO defense was once
again called upon to shut down
the high powered Lafayette
offense and following the punt
UMO drove 68 yards in 15 plays
with Beauchemin carrying the
final four yards for the score. The
two-point conversion attempt to
Jowett fell short leaving
UMO behind 38-36 with 4:54
remaining.
A Lafayette punt of 1 yard eith
1:42 gave UMO another chance
and fullback Matt Benett caught
a pass and UMO called timeout
with 31 seconds remaining to set
Attention Veterans
V.A. regulation requires that you verify your
enrollment status on a periodic basis.
Accordingly, the following times and places have been arranged
for your convenience during the week of Oct. 17 through Oct. 21.
Orono Campus
Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Registrar's Office, Wingate Hall
Bangor Community College
Tuesday, Oct. 18 and Wednesday, Oct. 19 from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m.
in the lobby of the Student Union
up Leone's field goal.
The Leopards had 26 seconds
to move the ball downfield to set
up Genduso for a field goal.
Genduso had kicked a 47 and 49
yarder against Bucknell a week
earlier.
McGarth ended the Leopards
dream with an interception at the
44 and ran in a circle until time
ran out.
"lye been in too many ball
games where it!s a proven fact
that it isn't over until the final
whistle blows, so I knew we were
competitive. All we had to do was
play our game and not panic and
make any bad mistakes.
"Our entire team just came
together in the fourth quarter,"
defensive end Dave Sanzaro
said." They were a big play team
and couldn't seem to maintain a
long drive like we could."
*
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MILLER'S
SALAD BAR
GUARANTEED TO SATISFY THE
HUNGRIEST APPETITE
TRY OUR NEWEST ITEM
TACOS FIXIN'SWITH ALL THE
mu. Ov.r 120 hot and cold if..,,.
and our "Mr-Your-Own" Sunday
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Bear booters stun Southern Connecticut 1-0by Paul Cook
Staff Writer
The UMO soccer team may
have been outplayed in terms of
shots on goal Sunday, but that
didn't stop them from recording
perhaps the biggest victory in the
hiSIory of the Maine soccer
program.
The Bears rode a goal off the
foot of freshman Jeff Reinholz
only 51 seconds into the game, to
a 1-0 victory over the Southern
Connecticut Owls at UMO.
The Owls were ranked No. 1 in
New England and No. 2 in the
nation in the Division 11 ranks,
going into the game.
• The Bears were outshot 24-2 in
" the contest, but Maine's defense
withstood all the pressure put on
it.
Rheinholz' goal, his first-ever
as a soccer player (he was a
defender in high school), came
after Owl goalie Joe Messier
stopped a shot from Maine's
Andy Connolly.
The Bears were coming off a
2-1 victory over the University of
New Hampshire on Friday.
High School All-American
goalkeeper Jeff Spring made
nine saves for Maine including
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two difficult ones half way
through the second half.
The game also marked the first
game of the season for junior
college transfer Scott Crawford.
Maine Coach Jim Dyer said,
"Scott's return to action gave us
another experienced player on
defense And helped us in our
rotation of players."
Dyer felt the game holds other
possible positive notes for the
UMO soccer team.
"For our own players, it is a
tremendous accomplishment for
them. It does a lot for the
program and their confidence
and self-image. Different schools
around New England will see the
scores and recognize we're
making strides and improving
the program here. It gets us
recognition and helps in the
recruiting effort," Dyer said.
The Bears, now 6-4, will
travel to Bowdoin Wednesday.
"Bowdoin will be very'aggres-
sive and prepared
psychologically. They'll be ready
to play. My one hope now is that
We can show maturity and realize
we can't just show up to win
games. We have to continue to
work," Dyer said.
Olectrolysts Is the only
leresarseat atiptived
of hair removal
(114141/ 
Don't be fooled
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experienced electrolysis specialists
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HOT & COLD DRINKS CANDY
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CANTEEN SERVICE CO 244 PERRY ROAD BANGOR 945 5688
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,,Ored by
The Mai Christian Association,
wEcIntsdAy, OCT. 12 6:30pm
Main Lounge, Kennebec Hall
TilLIRSdAy, OCT. 13 6:30pm
Basement Study Lounge, Chadbourne Ha 1 1
'1"he life of Jean Donovan who went to El Salvador
as a Maryknoll lay worker and was one of four
F A;neeiris gocaanwomen who were murdered there two
Film and discussion will be facilitated by an
MCA staff member.
It's Our Birthday, and
We've Got A Present For You!
year old!
Our heartfelt thanks to the thousands of customers
who've made our first year such a success. We're celebrat-
ing and we want you to join us. Come in, wish us a "Happy
Birthday," and receive
10% OFF any and all purchases.
One Week Only, Oct. 10-15.
Greeting Cards Stationery Posters Stickers
Calendars Paper Plates & Napkins Blank Books
Paper Dolls Music Boxes Postcards Suncatchers
Crystal Prisms Photo Frames Address Books
Jigsaw Puzzles Whimsies Paper by the Pound
Etc.
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5th ANNIVERSARY SALES &
THE GREAT AMERICAN AUCTION
We Give YOU the Money to Bid on $10,000 Worth of Merchandise!
(Including an RCA Projection Color Television with a 50" Diagonal Picture!)
In celebration of our 5th anniversary, the Bangor, Mall is putting $10,000 worth of
exciting merchandise up for auction and giving you the money to bid with! Hard to
believe? Well read on...
Just save all sales receipts from Bangor Mall Stores dated October 3-15, 1983 and
redeem them at the Auction Exchange Booth. For every dollar you spend at the Bangor
Mall, we'll give you one "Auction Dollar"!
On Saturday, October 15th, be at the Bangor Mall by 9 p.m. when the Great American
Auction will begin. Use your Auction Dollars to bid on any of the following valuable
prizes and you could walk away with-
Contributing Merchants
(In Alphabetical Order)
Bangor Mall Merchants' Assoc.
Anderson Little
Arthurs European Cafe
Athletic Attic
Bakers Shoe
Baskin Robbins
-TAW'
Benoits
Betts Bookstore
-tad
Brooks Fashions
Card-O-Rama
Chess King
CVS
Dairy Queen
B.Dalton Bookseller
Deering Ice Cream
DeOrsey's Record & Audio
Designs by Levi Strauss
Doug's Shop & Save
Dunkin Donuts
Earring Tree
Famous Chocolate Chip
Fanny Farmer
Fields Hosiery
Finishing Touch
FokinOor
Friendly Candlemaker
General Nutrition Center
Gordons Jewelers
,Great Expectations
.Great Hot Dog Experience
Hickory Farms
Hit or Miss
Kay Bee Toy
Kinney Shoe
Knapps Book & Music
The Learnin' Tree
Mall Photo
Auction Items
RCA Projection Color
Television
Shefford Sports Coat
2 Complete Dinners
Contributing Merchants Auction Items
(In Alphabetical Order)
Marianne's
Merrill Trust Company
Morrow's Nut House
Nylon Running Suit Mothercare
Womens' Fashiqn B One Maine Savings Bank
6 Ready-Pak 1/2
 GallonsJ,cr,46„Oriental Jade
/115'Creani---- Pearle Vision Center
London Fog Coat
6 Books, including Monasteries
of the World and Michner
3 Piece Sports Outfit
Photo Album, 2 Collage Frames
Gift Certificate
Coupon Book
Special Occasion Cake
1983 Webster's Dictionary
4 Cvznplete Dinners
Com odore 64 Computer
Women's Olympic Outfit
4 Gift Certificates
6 Doz. Donuts, 3 Doz. Muffins
14k Gold Chiln
4 Bags of Famo6s Cookies
5 lb. Presentation Box
Danskin Leotard Set
Oak Frame Mirror
_
Fast Stretch Jeans & Tote Bag
American Bald Eagle Candle
Advantage Diet System Pack
Young Ladies Austin Watch
1 Shampoo, Cut & Dry
10 Dinners
2 Cheese & Cider Baskets
Portrait Quilt Coat
Stuffed Pink Panther
Womens' Fashion Boots
Yamaha Soprano Recorder,
Hohner Harmonica, Set of
Guitar Strings
3M Model 149 Copier
Bogen X35B Enlarger
J.C. Penney
Perfect Pretzel
Personalities Plus
Pet Menagerie
Phone Center Store
G.M. Pollack & Sons
;-
Porteous, Mitchell & Braun
Radio Shack
Randy's Leather
Rines Co.
J. Ryans
Sears, Roebuck & Company
Space Port
Spencer Gifts
Standard Shoe's
Terra Art
Tlialchers
Thom McAn
Tinder Box
T-Shirts Plus
Unobskey's Fashion Plus
Upstage
Ward Brothers
Weathervane
Yogurtime & Salad Too...
York Steak House
Zales
Woman's Dress
2 $50 U.S. Series EE Bonds
1 lb. Red Pistachios, Rockwell
Tin
2 Piece Infant's Snowsuit.
Starter Savings Accomat-auw" 71101=IFF"V``
3 Dinners for Two.—
& L RayBan Sunglasses
10 Speed Bicycle & Electronic
Touch Control Microwave
3 Pretzels per Month for 1 year
Stuffed Garfield
Aquarium Set
NOMAD 1,000 Cordless
Telephone
14K Gold Genuine Diamond
Cocktail Ring
Man's Suit by Austin Reed &
Ladies Skirt & Blazer by
Pendleton
Electronic Sports Stadium Game
Leather Vest & Matching
Handbag
Jr. & Ms. Blouses & Sweaters
10 Large Rib Dinners
19" Color Telvision Set
2 Packages of 25 Free Games
Ball Clock
Etienne Aigner Handbag
Indian Rug
One fhitzsZe Sandwich per
Month for 1 Year
Landrover Outdoor Boots
Scenic Wall Clock
Monogramed Polo Shirt
Abboor Trench Coat
Jordach Sneakers
Blue Fox Coat
Woman's Coat Dress
10 Salad & Beverage Meals
Five dinners for Two
Gent's Elgin Quartz Watch
tpr
It's that simple! Real money will have no purchase power in this auction!
So save your sales receipts, collect your auction dollars and join in the fun during
American Country Days and the Great American Auction at the Bangor Mall!
AUCTION REGULATIONS
I. All redeemable receipts must bear Bangor Mall store name and be dated between Oct. 3.
1981 and Oct. 15,1983.
2. All redeemed receipts will be stamped "Great American Auction" and returned to the
Customer .
3. Proof of charge account purchases are redeemable Layaway purchases are redeemable.
Layaway purchases only valid if reserved, paid in full and picked up between Oct. Sand IS,
1983.
The Great American Auction
4. Floor limit lor even exchange of Auction Dollars is set at S500 Receipt totals over S500
will be valued at 10 percent or 1 Auction Dollar for every 510 spent. This rule has been
established to ensure reasonable equality of customers bidding power.
5. Customers must be 18 years of age or older to participate in the auction.
6. Mall employees, Mall Store employees and their spouses are not eligible to participate
7 The initial amount of Auction Dollars being printed is S575,099 and subject to change.
Saturday, October 15, 1983, 9 p.m.
Don't miss the greatest auction to ever take place in Bangor, Maine!
Because we give YOU the money to bid with!
, ,
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World Food Day Celebration to offer smorgasbord
Senator Edmund S. Muskie will be
the opening speaker when he addresses
the first event of an observance of
World Food Day at the University of
Maine at Orono.
Senator Muskie will speak on the
role and objectives of the Nestle Infant
Formula Audit Commission. Senator
Muskie serves as chairman of the
commission, a post to which he was
appointed in May, 1982.
The commission was established by
the Nestle Company as an independent
body with a public charter to examine
complaints and allegations about
Nestle's marketing practices and "to
§-WA-Ty—Oen' that Nestle is honoringit
publicly stated commitments in
relation to the applications of the
World Health Organization
recommendations."
The WHO recommendations are in
the form of an international marketing
code for breastmilk substitutes,
including infant formula and other
milk products. The code is voluntary
and seeks to curtail the promotion of
artificial milk mixes for infants as
potential, life-threating hazards,
particularly in Third World countries.
Senator Muskie, who resigned in
May, 1980 as Maine's senator to
become Secretary of State, a post he
held until January, 1981, is currently a
International Studies at John Hopkins
University and serves on the Board of
Directors of the Center for Democratic
Policy, Democrats for the '80's, and
the Committee for a Responsible
Federal Budget.
UMO's World Food Day
Celebration, sponsored by Residential
Life, will continue Monday (Oct.17) in
the Coe Lounge of the Memorial
Union at 10 a.m. with a talk on Haiti
as a land of contrasts by Dr. Frank
Roberts, acting director of UMO's
International Agricultural Programs.
Richard Cook, nutrition professor,
will speak at 1:30 p.m. on the world
food situation with particular emphasis
on the Philippines.
Dr. Margaret Butler of the
University of Maine at Farmington will
speak as a guest of the Memorial
Union's Distinguished Speaker Series
at 3:15 p.m. in the Coe Lounge. Dr.
Butler, director of the Dietic Technical
Program at UMF, will speak on "Food
and History: Cannibalism to Cocoa
Puffs."
A display by the Good Shepard
senior paltrier. with_ .chadbousue, _....!_lit.tigkr..11 _a _wordless_ all --.2ry from Fook will be on exhibit in the
Parke, Whiteside and Wolff, an the National Film BoarPar Canada, lobby ofthe Memorial Union all day.
Ye.....leational law firm -VAth offices 2-4111bat 12 noo
Washington, D.C., New York, and the
United Arab Emirates. He is also an
associate of the School of Advanced
Alcohol Awareness Week
Today is the first day of UMO's
Alcohol Awareness Week. Staff and
students have worked hard to offer
special programs and activities-all over
campus. It is hoped that Alcohol
Awareness Week will help to increase
student's knowledge and understand-
ing of basic information about alcohol,
alcoholism, and the nature of
responsible use; and to have students
demonstrate healthy attitudes and
responsible decision making with
regard to alcohol use.
Some of the programs are:
Saturday, October 15, Bear's Den
will feature an alcohol free evening.
Exotic non-alcohol drinks and twofers
will be served. The band LOS DOS is
playing.
Wed. Oct. 12-Fri."Oct. 14, Memorial
Union, S.H.O.P. Peer Educators will
"man" tables, pass out information
and answer questions related to
alcohol.
The complexes are also sponsoring
various alcohol awareness programs.
For example, each hall in Stodder
Complex has planned different activit-
ies such as:
On October 14, Penobscot is
sponsoring an "Alcohol Consumption
Awareness Program." Also, Penob-
scot's DGB has scheduled an
alcohol-free dance with D.J.
Stodder Hall is sponsoring "Marat-
hon Movies" on October 14. The DGB
will serve alternative beverages at that
event.
The Police & Safety's Program on
alcohol consumption is scheduled for
October 17 in Stodder Hall.
A program on "Alcohol and Sexual
Awareness" will be presented in
Chadbourne On October 19. The
breathalyzer will be in Chadbourne on
October 14.
Balentine's R.A.'s are presenting an°
Alcohol Awareness Quiz Show for the
complex. The DGB is sponsoring a
movie and a speaker on the topic of
alcohol.
Stewart Complex's plans include a
drunk driving awareness program
using the intoxilyzer machine, and
taking blood alcohol level tests.
Throughout the week Stewart will have
various alcohol awareness events
including films, discussions,
workshops and a dance.
For information on what the other
complexes are doing, check with your
Resident Director or Resident Assis-
tant.
Health Week at Hilltop
After more than a week (Sept. 27-
Oct. 5) of health programs that
included everything from the Maine
State Patrol's Seatbelt "Convincer" to
the Cooperative Extension's "Health
Age Appraisal," the residents of
Hilltop Complex are now probable
the healthiest group on campus. Over
one hundred people participated in the
Cutler Health Center's Preventative
Medicine Program, which is a series of
health screens for Blood Pressure,
Lung Function, Height & Weight,
Skinfold Measurement, and Vision.
One theme clearly emerged from the
week: As far as your health is
concerned, it is far better to be safe--
i.e., AWARE-- than sorry... and
"Sorry" translates as sick, overweight,
or generally unhealthy in later life.
Hilltop was the first complex to
participate in the Preventative
Medicine Program this year, but PMP
will be coming to all the other
complexes as the semester goes on, so
be watching for it in your hall--Do it
for the Health of it!
(this page paid fOr
Infant formula controversy
Dear Residential Life Nutrition Team,
Last week, on, the Residential Life
Page, there was an article written
about the upcoming visit of Edmund
Muskie. _Could you explain what the
Nestle infant formula controversy is
about?
The controversy began about 12
years ago when a public health
specialist declared that malnutrition in
infants could be linked to the use of
infant formula. The formulas are
adequate when used correctly,
however, in the poor areas of the
world, mothers may mix the powdered
formula with contaminated water or,
to save money, dilute it too much. The
fact that breast feeding is more
economical and healthier for children
was not emphasized. Complaints filed
against the billion dollar infant-
formula industry claimed that
questionable sales -tactics, were being
used in Third World nountrici, width
compounded the potential hazards of
using breast milk substitutes. Fifty
percent of the formula sales were
traced to the Swiss-based Nestle
Company. Two years after the 1977
Nestle boycott was organized, Nestle
and U.S. firms agreed to guidelines
against unethical marketing practices.
Numerous violations of the guidelines
occurred, leading to the development
of the International Code of Marketing
of Breast Milk Substitutes, established
by the World Health Organization.
The Nestle Infant Formula Audit
Commission was then formed to
"examine complaints and allegations
about Nestle's marketing practices and
to satisfy itself that Nestle is honoring
its publicly stated committments in
relation to the application of the World
Health Organization recommendations.
On October 15, at 8:00 p.m., in
Hauck Auditorium, Edmund Muskie,
Chairman of the Nestle Infant
Fort.tuia Audit Commission, will
discuss the issue in detail.
Brokerage aids students
ARE YOU HAVING DIFFICULTY
WITH A COURSE? WITH
STUDYING?
DO YOU KNOW WHAT YOUR
PARTICULAR LEARNING STYLE
IS? DO YOU KNOW HOW TO
ACHIEVE ITS GREATEST
POTENTIAL?
DO YOU NEED TO TALK WITH
SOMEONE ABOUT THE
ACADEMIC PRESSURES YOU ARE
FACING?,.
THEN STOP BY THE LEARNING
RESOURCES BROKERAGE ON
THE SECOND FLOOR OF THE
LIBRARY.
The Brokerage serves as a link
between students and academic
resources available on campus. In the
past the Brokerage has provided
assistance to students who seek to
improve their basic study skills, and we
will continue to make available
information sheets on a wide variety of
by Residential Life)
subjects ranging from time
management to writing a term paper.
Although the Brokerage is not a
tutoring program, every effort is made
to help students locate tutors. We also
offer an oppurtunity for students to
assess their individual learning styles.
Brokerage Hours for Fall 1983:
3:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Sunday through Thursday
For more info, stop by the Brokeirage
(581-1690) or contact John O'Grady
(4825).
Stewart programming
Students interested in the Student
Academic Advisor Committee for
Stewart Complex please leave your
name and room number with Shari
Klippenstein, R.D. cif Cumberland
Hall. S.A.A. along with faculty will be
organizing academic programs for
Stewart residents. Interested faculty
call 4935 or 4930.
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